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As we have seen, tune 8! explanation for his lnstenctdene of any of the 

papers of the autopsy its entirely improper if not colon, and withx his alleged 

reasons make no sense at all. He said he did not want any misuse of the 

President's blood but he was not able to control za greater volume of that blood 

than his autonsy senort and his notes could have hepld. He also did not dare 

destroy the official Navy dutfpsy Descriptive Sheet, und Sh Pata Boswell "s notes, 

aad although they have disappeared, he did not testify to having destroyed the 

notes that Finck testified he gave Hunes at the end of their examination of te 

body. Humes's explanation af collapses when it is rotaitt/that he had not control 

over the casket, its lining or the shroud. 411 he had washed was the sheets £ 

in which the Dallas nurses wrapved the body an, with an extra protection on its 

head e 

There was &W the Be President blood and more were all over the limousine 

> car and wap of 

an ie tnmet tog His, two on each side of Nee 

in which he was riding and Hunes could do nothing about that. 

An FBI acc@unt that was suppressed until the board forced its disclosure 
i 

=) w* 

under the visors of the limousine and wy 

While there is no way of knowing = deh of the President's blood remained 

at the Dallas hospital, the sheets in which he was warraped were clean when he 

was rwrapped in them after bekn he was washed, It is reasonable toassume that 
urn? 

his blood was on thesheet and mattrass of the tube on which he was rushed 
l 

_ from the limousine to the emergency room, and it is probably that some of his
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remained on those & who rushed him in. It also is likely that some remained on 

some if not all of the ¢ dpetors and nurses who attented him and on the 

equipment they used in their unsuccessful effort to save i ostatemtet life. 

There were pieces of his head found in the street and one ta was thrown & 

onto ihe Werassy knoll was recoveredsand turned Vr .. 

There is no need to explore other possibility. These known to exist are more 

thay enough to establish beyond question that the esnase Mima made yo for his Ih 

destruction of irreplacable evidence in this most terrible of crimes makes no 

sense at all. Not a word of it has any credibility. Yet all to whom he fed that 

made-up explanation accepted it or even loved it, ranging from those subject- 

matter ignoramuses of JAMA tb atl the official Anvestiualbions t¢-atthal We gate 

tts 

If there had eveyr been any real official investigation, if there haal fever 

been any official investigation that was determived to establish the actual fact 

of the assassination and its so-called "investigation," once Hanes gave that 

absolutely incredible explanation for his wrong-doing in destroying any autopsy 

records of any kind at all he would have been grilled mercilessly about this 

senseless explanation he made up out of nothing. He would have had more than 

the conclusions stated above thrown at him with vigor and he would have been a 

sorry spectacle when his made -up 8oOAS impossibility of an explanation was Ye 

expsoed as the fake it was and he as the faker. 

bw D ‘ 

Se never really grilled, he Was néver really disputed, not even 

really questioned in any official investigation_so he was secure in giving Gunn Kw \ 
a Qo. ——— 

the eco El . aa 
TT 

As we have seen, Humes gave different accounts of what he destroyed and 
— 

the one he stuck with # is solidly refuted by the officid evidencey the official 
: S ~ réceiving / 

initial "# certification! he signed ‘sax all records of ‘rammintxamt them and 
i ; , 

the receipts for what he handed it and was passed Ups nergy, tw the WY bite ¢aeee 

a in al” Ux ell pull?
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As we suw, initially “umes attested to the destruction of his first # draft 

of his autopsy proctocol only. by the time he testified to the Commission fand 40 ) 4 

t: whas he held in his hands, when he @ referred to his notes he referred to a 

"copies" “of then. abgut this, as about siibacteompdure moh else Arlen Specter A 

had no questions. 

Although “unes later started fudging on it, as we also saw in his Commission 

testimony, Humes placed the time of his destruction ob when he heard that Oswald 

had been killed. He and all other \s involved knew then that there would be no 

trial at which their records could be examined, at which they could be called 

on to testify and abo ut which they would be questiobed with the most determined 

vigor by e&fe defense counsel. 

It is impossible to believe that all those who did neta in all 

official proceedings were nincompoops, legal nullities who lacked the knowledge 

to ask him the very obvious questions he was not asked or who were dopes who pully. 

believed the pap he fed them. 

What is much more likely is that with Oswald dead and with no trial and 

no need to produce those records at a trial and no cross-examination by any 

determined and competent lawyer, the proctocol had its content changed. The 

stuff that Humes had in what he handed in would have led to his being pilloried 

on the witness stand. What he did and did not do would have been examined closeify 

and the releant rules, regulations and laws would have been read to him- and to 

the juity. 

Hynes would have been ruined if he had faced exantinabhot in a trial in which 
eet (the prover hy An deh 

the auton ended up with) was the basis for examination of him. Even the 

1) ne amp v2, 
ong ged ma in %, visible—in-the original of the-seeond_, his revised 

hendwi. handwrtten copy pybished in Post Mortem tpases cae) with thyésub- 

shanties changes in fac hé\was ordered to make , ‘ho #estitted;—but-in his own 

Menace eae re have been ruinous to him and to any prosecution.



' 
What Humes had originally in his proctocol and what was included in 

choke missing nites had to have been what sna tamer oninea on in 

the trial that was expected at the time those notes were made and that first 

proctocol was written. 

But as any Smparical examination of the actual evidence, aside from the 

medical evi:ience, leaves without, any question at all « what the evidence 

means and says rather than the (in terpretation of it, of what was not ige 

actual 

nored iy the Cofmission~ the (medical evidence is not what dMawes wound 

Krrwmg 
up aa ce he revised his proctocol“that—would not havé & to withstand close 

examination into one that supported the official determination to state the crime 

which (began to be 

formulated ax “aise as soon as Oswald was dead and those officials knew there J. 

was by a single assassin. This official determination, mute 

would be no trials. the formulation of it that Deputy AttirMey Ceneral Nicholas 

oe ‘about the time “unes did his revised proctocolf had we iv; 
fms | 

the same purpose” wees revised version of the autopsy. Xv 

That original version could not be permitted to exist or disaster frcould 

result. 

Sie It is becvse this also was true of those notes that Hunes originally made 

no mention of. #kem and then stabad—thet—he testified that he had burned es £00 ¢ 

thi h ue did have reason to burn them when he burned pee ee a pat Fe tn ty fh A 

1 a dat fi i Ae em re be which ‘eu have #& Supported that one-assasein no-condspiracy fiction + be, 
al tore rade hen b& wes kn. Me 

Ag yaa 
ef=which had to withstand close examination at the expected trial. 

(The dpe official docujentation of the official decision to pin it all on the Ke Weel 

tel 
Os“ald and to have a Presidential Commission i Oe ie ie at the beginning 

\ 

of MEVER AGAIN! 1¢ is fully doomed, seven 00 the handwr¥itten draft 

prepared by Ka’ tzenbach when he had (éo typist available on a sunday afternoone 

That and the retyped version are fron the Justice Department file 129-11 and the 

other copies are from the FBI headquarters main assassination file, 62-109060.)
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What Humes had originally in his proctocol and what (es included in 

hare fen / o] ee, GOES . 

tho/e missing nites had to have been what they kamoctkecould-he examined on in 

the trial that was expected at the time those notes were made and that first 

proctocol was written. 

But as any impattical examination of the actual evidence, aside from the 

medical eviilence, leaves without, any question at all - what the evidence 

means and says rather than the interpretation of it, of what was not ige 

" actual 
nored iy the Cojmmission~ thermedical evidence is not what bHames wound 

up math wan he revised his proctocolthat—would not havé B to withstand close 

examination into one that supported the official determination to state the crime 

was by a single assassin. This official determination, muante which bégan to be 

formulated ux -atse as soon as Oswald was dead and those officials knew there 

would be no trials the formulation of it that Deputy Attirvey General Nicholas 

Katzenback put on paper at about the time “umes did his revised proctocolf had 
| { i 

oA 5 
the same purpose ef/the revised version of the autopsy. 

That original version could not be permitted to exist or disaster frcould 

result. 

She It is becuse this also was true of those notes that Hunes originally made 

no mention of. em and then stabead—that—he testified that he had burned mod hems £00 ¢) 

‘ght aS did have reason to burn them when he burned the proet, pegdf oie th 
—fluf wd ite rn ee 

= could have #@ && supported that lone-assassin, no-condspLracy fot NG ‘and—bet: triad 
boere rade & wes hum. . ™ al Uw 

4 of=which had to withstand close examination at the expected trial. 

(The dper official docujentation of the ofrictal decision to pin it all on -fhe Ke lef 

Os“ ald and to have a Presidential Cuenduston Y Glas 44-4 at the beginning 

of MEVER AGAIN! It is fully docunenifed, even sith the handwritten draft 

prepared by Ka ‘tzenbach when he had /éo typist available on a sunday afternoone 

That and the retyped version are fron the Justice Department file 129-11 and the 

other copies are from the FBI headquarters main assassination file, 62-109060.)
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pecrek. Service on a the disclosed transripts of the taping of aie 

(bp_oon UM | 
+ ——Fonnsonsekd J. Edgar Hoover'Ss- - 

But then there was no freedom of finformation Act under which € obtained 

is-eaiso confirm it.” 

t4ose many records, including those here cited. 

So there can be @ no doubt about the official record on this and about what 

J 

Gunnjmew in his deposing of Ht umes, the original, the official copies of them, the 

copies that had been hidden and were not used by the Warré2n Commission in its 

ae 

“eport, are appropriate. I reprint the copies I kad published in P o8t Morten, iid. 

“oven sarees no coast copies  jaile from those originally suppressed , eopies the Commission 

Cd vrclale Hy inf aS paper bie” tly ad 
a useA, I a Hotes to thea and—inciudethe;: repreducing each pag{as | 

it was printed in 1975, each page that Gunn had and he did etd in his 

questioning of Humes. 
In 

he first » from page 524 , Hunes certified that he burned his proctocol and 

turned all other papers ine Admiral Burkley"acceped and approved” this.



Hunes could Not have been more unequivocal in his second certification. He S 

"certified" that “Bae the "Autipsy notes and the holograph draft of the final w 

report were handey| ty Commanding Officer"(sic). And rather than sajing he burned 

anything at all he certified that all the autopsy "working papers associated with" 

that autopsy "remained in my custory at all times." Again, Burkley "accepted 
“ ba 

and approved" thi¢ "cortification. Hyabs! Commanding officer acknowledge receipt of those 
Glos 

Gunn also had this and about this ug Sates no srnestions. of he accepted 

it, too, for the board.



aA eset MEYVONAL NAVAL MESICAL CENTSS 
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ert Ade 
ae VU New 

This letter and the receipt which follows are from CD 371, although neither appears 

in the Commission's published evidence. when Specter introduced the autopsy papers, 

UE 397, into evidence, he stated ror the record that vn 597 “is the ideatical document" 

marked CD 371 "for our internal purposes." (2H573). However, the two documents are 

not the same vecause the printed exhibit omits these two pages. Suppression accomplished 

many purposes, among them making it imsossible to trace the chain of possession of the 

vital autopsy notes. 

hany pages of notes made by all three pathologists during the autopsy were pre- 

served and must have been delivered to Dr. Bursley on sovember 25, Dr. Humes trans- 

mitted all pavers in his possession to Adriral Galloway on November 24, and here 

Galloway claims to transmit all pavers he has, retaining none. surkley in turn gave 

everything he got from Galloway to the vecret Service on hovember 26, us the following 

receipt executed that day reveals. and there the trail ends. The Commission's records 

include but one sheet (two sides) of notes, none of which were made by Humes. see 

po. 102-5, 247-8, 251-6. The one sheet published directly contradicts the autopsy 

findings on a quintessential point, the location of the vack wound. One can only guess 

what the suppressed notes reveal. And one cannot avoid asking why the Commission, 

charged with evaluating all facts relating to the assassination, did not obtain or 

publish the missing autopsy notes, and suppressed the récvipts documenting their chain 

of possession. See pe 50. : 

526 
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Vis BAN! 

op % heal De dee-nchteg ty ~« 

of the autdpsy report 

ie autopsy report had been 
zstion, not even \the simple, 

ord is barren. Specter, 

a claims Humes "explained 

his testimony. 

, 

U.S. NAVAL MEDICAL SCHOOL 
NATIONAL NAYAL MEDICAL CENTER 

BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20014 

l) 

ip reply refer to 

24 November 1963 

C-E-R-T-I-F-I-C-A-T-E 

I, James J, Humes, certify that all working papers 

associated with Naval Medical School Autopsy Report A63-272 

have remained in my personal custody at all times. Autopsy 

notes and the holograph draft of the final report were handed 

to Commanding Officer, U. S. Naval Medical School, at 1700,. 

24 November 1963. No papers relating to this. case remain in 

my possession. 

Received above working papers this date. 

CDR, MC, USN 

J, H. STOVERJ/IR« 
CAPT, MC, USN 
Commanding Officer, U.S. Naval Medical School 

National Naval Medical Center 

: Crerflir ark apbih 

Abng 7, fe ea Ler 

Keer 

tof —phew “Letr” 

Ciplten “MEA S a 

| P Ayers Ay—the. G2. 
eee 

Mt 

This, an original copy, also bears the endorsement of Dr. Burkley absent from the copy 

published by the Commission. 
made during the autopsy. 

Here Humes makes explicit that he never burned any notes 

"Autopsy notes and the holograph draft of the final report" 

were preserved and givén to Capt. Stover on November 24. Stover must have received 

all autopsy notes because Humes specifies that "all working papers" of the autopsy were 

in his possession until the transfer to Stover, after which "no papers relating to this 

case remain in my possession." 
ing autopsy notes begins. See vp. 145, 261. 

525 

With this transmittal, the mysterious story of the miss- 
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The next day Admiral Galloway sent Burkley the remaining retyped copye of \b 

the autopsy proctocol, the one not given Burk y the evening before by 4umes, @ 
met 

veeeney also states nee he also copie the work papers used by the Prosector and 

his seats” He could not have sent what had been burned. 

4s I ies in the footnote, Specter did not tell the truth when he stated 

whgle questioning Humes that Exhibit 397 abd CD 371 were "identical" becacuse I 

found two documents in the Commission's files , in CD 371, that were not published 

in Exhibit 397 aa were not in the fileg copy of jit.



VY 
In another receipt that was in CD371 and was to have been published in 

Exhibit 397 and was not, the head of the “hite House pSecret Service acknowledged 

getting from Burkley the "potes of the examining cdoctor," Humes. He could not 

have had what humes burned but he did get Huimes' nstes from Burkley. I could 

not find those notes in an intensive search in the Archives. It was not with this 

receipt in CD 371. 

This series of covering letters and receipts leave it without questiob that 

What was believed to be Humes' notes did exist after his conflagration. It is also | 

apprent tbat all copies were hidden and have never been made public. 

The line in the left margin opposite the item ated was on the copy I 

found at the dvchives,, Tt attracted some official attention before + resurrected it.



These once-suppressed original forwarding letters and meded pis that were alo» 

Suppressed serve as a background for esha Gunn asked aljzout r& notes and 

what Humes responded, if what he said can be considered a response in all cases. 

When Gunn asked fumes "about records that were created during the course of 

the autopsy through the time that the autopsy proftocol was completed" and 

"did you yourself take any notes during the autopsy?" Humes replied: 

A Yes, I took some. And--yes. That’s the 

answer to your question. EE
 

Q How many pages of notes did you take, 

approximately? 

A Oh, I can’t tell you now. Maybe two or 

three. 

Q Did you see anyone else taking notes 

during the autopsy? 

A Dr. Boswell. 

Q Do you recall anyone else having written 

anything? 

A No. 

Q Specifically, do you remember Dr. Finck 

having written any notes? 

A No, I do not. I don’t say he didn’t, but 

I don’t recall that he aia {epe "b7), 

i



= ee 2 oc 

Gunn should have known from xhe Minck's New Orleans testimony, which he 
— 4 

rate =e - 
should have used in any real preparation for ques: oning ‘umes, and if not from 

© gwd waed - = :, 

d a ead) that Finck swore he took notes and 

1e left the autopsy LOOMe 

Humes then admitted that although on occasion autopsies were tape recorded, 

that was not done with this autopsy. Then: _ 

Q Were there any minutes taken of the 

autopsy? 

A I don’t know what you mean by minutes, but 

lother than the notes that I or Dr. Boswell made, I 

don’t believe there were any such, no. 

Q There wasn’t any person responsible for-- 

A No. ° | 

Q --taking down minutes of the autopsy? 

A No. 

Q What other kinds of records were typically 

created in the course of an autopsy? For example, | 

would there be any log that would have recorded the | 

receipt of the body? 
ne e8ey? 

Pe prnee



It was only the President so why should there have been anyone with the 

respbnsibility of seeing to it that there were complete records made during the 

autopsy. , 

That was not because of any shortage of help because that autopsy was in 

the massive Navy medyeical complex at Bethesda, in suburban Washington, and 

Washington also held many competent and experience Navy nedical people. To oy 
W140) , _—— ‘ 

nothing of Walter. {& eed Arny # fhospital and the Armed Forces #& Institute 

of Patholdjay. | 

If the receipt of the body was made public I did not see it and I do not 

recall seeing in all the time I spent in Wte Archives. 

Cre anda when tney' ve 

- additional admissions of what was usuakly done at autopsies and was 

not done in the autopsy of the (President (pages 121-4). 

Asked to "describe the proce’ 8 you went through in drafting the protocol,’ 

Humes launched into his fabrication about his alleged horror of any of the Rees 

President's blood being commercialized (page 12569), he ran on and on, for more 

than four pages of transcript in which he was never once interrupted as he 

rehashed his fabrication that, as we have seen, had no basis in fact of any kind. 

[l 

It was just made up in an effort to cover the highly improper, if not also ill égal 

. LN CL 
destruction of evidence, destruction of the basigt s 1 of the autopsy=- 

which was really the basic evidence in what is a de facto coup d'etat, or of the 

overthrow of the government, which any presidential assassination ise 
SY wns 

From one of tiene and self-righteous speeches about this eave nme false 

boa 
expalang tion of his wrong-doing, witha little prtenéded indignation thrown in, 

Gunn finally get to those notes and their destruction. It was cream—puff questioning |



, wy 
Y > 689 when Humes said what is rifdiculous, when he testified contrary to what he had 

already testified and when he was clearly a perjurer. The pages quoted from are 

1 28—4.2 : 

And when I noticed that these bloodstains 

were on this document that I had prepared, I said 

nobody’s going to ever get these documents. I’m 

not going to keep them, and nobody else is ever 

going to get them. 

So I copied them--and you probably have a 

copy in my longhand of what I wrote. It’s made 

from the origenal. And I then burned the original 
. 

| 

notes in the fireplace ‘of my family room to prevent | 

them from ever falling into the hands of what I | 

consider inappropriate people. | 

And there’s been a lot of flack about 

this, that they’re all part of a big conspiracy 

that I did this because I was involved in I don’t 

know what I was involved. Ludicrous. That is what 

| 
.I did. 

Q When you made reference to the notes that 

you copied out, were you referring to the document 

that’s marked Exhibit 2, or is that something 

different? 

A Now, this is the product of--yeah. It’s 

the product of those notes. 

| 0



Gunn's failure to d identify the records he used in Coat apology for 
Dawyer'n- Lieqwnéa. 

l is the Autopsy Deescriotive pShect. 

Humes is explicit in ee that "I burned the orhen notes” of the 

autopsy. He is also explicit in testifying that he copied tne/ first. And later 

he denies this. He actually has the gall to sfa that any questioning of his 

grossly and knowingly improper, if not also his criminal actpatastpartmeécac 

has hin "foart of a big consrtracy.' Sg has we fall to castigate that as 

"tudi crous." 
en. 

He then testified that~he produced the revised autopsy protocol 
See oO 

"It's the Cet oe those notes," Vy pages 128-9). TeNan-Liot ing MAA 

| 
Gunn continues with what has tgbe at #ythe least vague to those reading 

his deposition-taking: 
nen Q 

notes that you copied down as one document and then 
Wr you used the notes in order to draft the document 

that’s in your hand. 

The question would be whether there were 

A The only thing that was retained was this. 

Q Exhibit 2? 

A Right. 

Q Now, I presume that the notes that you 

took during the autopsy did not resemble in any way 

the document that you have in your hana now, 

Exhibit 2. 

A Well, they did, yes. I mean, I didn’t 

dream this up out of whole cloth. 

Q Certainly I understand the content. hit 



7 (‘{ 
jt I’m just referring to the text that is written in 

Mw“ M Exhibit 2 tracks reasonably closely the language of, 

| | 
Ae | the final report. And what I’m interested in is 

what the two to three pages of notes looked like. 

A I can’t recall. I mean, I--they would 

have been my shorthand version of what you’re 

looking at here, basically, in my own shorthand 

manner, whatever it may have been | [ 

| 
_— 

In fact - and Gunn Imew this from Post Mortem, too = the retyped final 

autopsy report was identical with the Humes holograph of it except where changes 

were ordered in Admiral Galloway's office just before the retyping. Comparing 
Cue . 

the TWO s< dy 3. leaves this without any question, z? elt. 

oer. A Gunn then concedes what hé #”has no way of knowing and no 

rational way of believing, that the content of the destroyed notes is in the 

revised holograph of the protocol. He then accepts that Humes can't recall "what 

4Anvy 

those two to three pages of notes’ looked like."Zand in all of tnt neeoncedon » 

C As Gunn resumed the questioning Humes admits what is stated above, that 

\ the retyped autopst protocol is virtually identical to what he wrote 

+ the fifteen pages of detailed medical reporting in that revised 

notes, Tha 
. Came from a mere two pages of nite, whieh is not possible. The extent of the 

impossibility Gunn knew from the summary of Howard Roffman's work for me 

reported above. ke ahd hx fnovwy Tp hy rw” ~ 
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Q You would agree, I assume, that the 7} 

document you’re holding in your hand, Exhibit 2, is. 

a basically completed autopsy protocol that tracks 
; | 

the language of the final autopsy protecol that’s | 
| 

Exhibit 1? , 

A Yes. 

0 And I assume that the notes that you made 

while you were at Bethesda during the autopsy were 

not written in sentence and paragraph form. 

A No. They were shorthand. 

Q So what kinds of things, then, were 

written on it? Measurements? 

A Measurements, yeah, sure. Primarily 

measurements. That’s where these measurements came 



eM 
from. ar 

~ Q So when you drafted--well, first, 

there any other draft of the autopsy protocol other 

than the one that you’re holding in your hand now-- 
ah. 

A No. 

Q --Exhibit 2? 

A No. There was not. 

Q So when you wrote down the information-- 

well, when you were drafting what | 

would it ou had in your hand 

two approximately-- 

A Right. 

Q --of handwritten notes-- 

A And I converted the shorthand information 

a» 

there to that document. 

Q When you say "that docunewt," yew! re 

referring to Exhibit 2? 

A Yes, exactly. 

Q Was there any information that was 

contained on the handwritten notes that was not 
*. 

included in the document that’s now Exhibit 2-- 

A I don’t believe vol peg [30 |) 



Qute thar pw 
Lunes on which was resorted difomitfor~nct Ensue hte and used in the 

Yuyn 

protocol We Crew that Fineific had testified that he made his notes on small 

pieces of paper, as Boswell did, and that he gave them to Humes as he 1et} the 

autopsy room } 

ac/ Q Did you ever make a copy that--a copy of 

due 
wt the notes that contained the same information as 

' was on the original handwritten notes that was in 

| 
any form other than the form that appears in 

Exhibit 2? 

A No. 

Q Have you ever observed that the document 

now marked Exhibit 1 in the original appears to 

have bloodstains on it as well? 

A yes, I do notice it now. These were J's. | 

I’m sure I gave these back to J. I presume I did.| 

I don’t know where they came from. 
| 

Q Did you ever have any concern about the 

President’s blood being on the document that’s now, 

marked Exhibit 1? 

A I can’t recall; to tell you the truth. 

Q Do you see any inconsistency at all 

between destroying some handwritten notes that 

contained blood on them but preserving other 

handwritten notes that also had blood on them? 

A Well, only that the others were of my own 

male 4 we + ALAnrE LLwaAntTan't have the habit of 

S



destroying something someone else prepared. That’s ea 

the only difference that I can conceive of. I 

don’t know where these went. I don’t know if they 

went back to J or where they went. I have no idea. — 

I certainly didn’t keep them. I kept nothing, as a 

an LY 

matter of fact,./I2 3) 

Here Gunn lets Humes get away with his baseless, made-up @® excuse for his 

burning of autopsy information he was not permitted to burn by not questions f 

q 

Humes' authority for pretending that all autopsy informatpon is the person 

property of the doctor who puts that information on paper. 

Not only should Gunn pressed ffuned for /any authority for wha jie made up 

out of notning at all and in violation of all he learned in his education and 

Gun 4 _ 
his experience, which included many autopsies, \he“knows that ;2Jjes Humes is 

lying in the end of this quotation. 

That pAutopsy See Descriptive Sheet is a required part of every Navy 
eng 

autopsy and, like all stifch information, 18 never (personal property. In sagying 

he has no idea where that shect went Humes is obviously lying. It was in many 

books, including my first,f6f which I sent him a copy that he did read and 

comment on to the pBaltimore Sun's Richard Leving, It appearéd in many “neZs news 

stories Hunmes could not have avoided, And in every use it was identified as what 

hunes knew it was and just lies about, part of the autopsy records fee ot wes 

he had any right to dispose of on oops 

The distinction that the autopsy records he destroyed allegedly to prevent 

commercialization and misuse of the «resident's blood collapses when he admits 

that was the only paper with the President's blood on it that he burned. As we 

saw above, there remained a much larger quantity of the President's blood on 

other object about which Hones could do nothing about and about which he did



eT 

“it Q I’d like to show you the testimony that 

Me 

/ hj 

not try to do anything about. Qeober B ult vitae, Ly 

Gunn does not ask Hunes why he did not convey his alleged apprehension to 

his friend and associate, Boswell, when, as Hanes alleges fa,y—st falsely, he 

gL _ luk ther i 
hertuned that &t Autopef/ Desoriptive Sheet to tyes acondiiyt to 4unes oi 

a 

owN cerifications is A lie. 

° 

Humes lying and his evasiveness continue with th Gunn's cream=puff questioning: 

you offered before the Warren Commission. This is 

in Exhibit 11 to this deposition. I’‘’d like you to 

take a look at pages 372 to the top of 373, and 

then I’1ll ask you a question. 

| A All right. 

Q I’ll read that into that record while | 

you’re reading it yourself. Mr. Specter asked the | 

question: "And what do those consist of?" The 
| 

| question is referring to some notes. "Answer: In | 

privacy of my own home, early in the morning of | 

Sunday, November 24, I made a draft of this report, 

which I later revised and of which this represents 

the revision. That draft I personally burned in 

the fireplace of my recreation room. " 

Do you see Mr. Specter’s question and your 
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7S 
A Yes. 

Q Does that help refresh your recollection 

of what was burned in your home? 

A Whatever I had, as far as I know, that was 

burned was everything exclusive of the finished 

draft that you have as Exhibit--whatever it is. 

Q My question will go to the issue of 

whether it was a draft of the report that was 

burned or whether it was-- 

A I think it was-- 

Q --handwritten notes-- 

A It was handwritten notes and the first 

draft that was burned. 

O Do you mean to use the expression 

handwritten notes as being the equivalent of draft 

of the report? 

A I don’t know. Again, it’s a hair- 

splitting affair that I can’t understand. 

Everything that I personally prepared until I got 

to the status of the handwritten document that 

later was transcribed was destroyed. You can call 

MILLER REPORTING CO., INC. 
507 C STREET, N.E. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20002 
CANA GAC_fCCE 
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cu ars0 made this clear, particularly to 4umes, in not quoting that yo 

n then |} 
testmony fully because, as we saw exurlier, uiey, Mes teaae to folding pis 

notes in his tad, do And that was months after his 

alleged burning spréfe about which he is suddenly so vague and uncertain. 
. > 

Then there are the official records I published in facsimyle in Post Mortem.



it anything you want, whether it was the notes or 

what, I don’t know. But whatever I had, I didn’t / 

}want anything else to remain, period. 

This business, I don’t know when J got 

that back or what. 

Q When you say "this business," you’re 

referring to Exhibit 1? 

A Exhibit 1, right( Ptyy (33-5) 

{although there Yavas an abundance of earlier indications of it, this alone 

is proof positive that the bjard's intentions were not what it was mandated to 

do and was not what the people expect of it but instead was still another and 

an even th icke&’ coat of official whitewash. This is a deliberate prostitution 
and. ly 

of the board's mission,“of the procedures with which Gunn was abundant) familiar 
from 

fex his edi education in the law and from his personal legal ffexperience, what 

he had to know to have been efemployed pay the peestit prestigious law firm of 

Covington Burling, one of the most reknowned in the country. Moreover, Gunn knew 

japfrom repetitious proofs that this was a deliberate lie because he had with him 

irrefutable proof that ffumes was lying and lying deliberately. 
ALunte eg 

No lawyer tolerates that inl any Legal proceding, njt if he is to meet his 

responsibilities and serve the interests of his client - in this case both the 

board and the government. 

ey, | ~~ 
He thus not hay assumes, he dem{nstrates Nethat what he did and did not 

do, letting Hunes get away with this most blatant of lies, was what his client 

wanted. (7 pA hore on oh 5 
The first sentence of (“umes' December 24 certification is: 

valiyd Dy ¥ I, James 4, Humes, certify that all working M#papwrs associated with 

My Naval Medical school Autopsy Report 463-272 [the President's] have ugs 

shyt



; . custody - i 
7 havé remained in my personal pes j at all times. éutapexduoteazakdcthes of A= youtapien , Ww 

His other certification of that evening A states that other than what he 

burned he “officially transmitted all other papers related this autopsy to 

higher authority." 

We also saw that Admiral Galloway also recorded sending all those "work 

papers" to the White House. The Secret Service receipt to urkley is limited to 

the notes in those "working papers, ‘But it acknowledges receipt of what Galloway 

sent. 

Aside from other = rrofo ge 4ymes could not have been a more eliberate or a 

bigger lipar thal in sayang swearing, as he did, tHbat in do not know when J 

apt that back or what " when he does know that it was never out of his own personal 

possession until he handed the autopsy proctocol in and that it was one of those 
thon 

"working papers}" he7aiso handed in, that had never been out of his possession, 

and that once it was given to "higher authority’ ned ther of them vould a hands 

ee in the autopsy and at he alc bofedec rave i “ie er auth i 2 

{e9 irmed to Heong what he had S aente of reaspn to know, that 

there was "wate at all he g@ Gould not get away with in that pgony deposition 

that, instéad/was 5 more orf an official whitewashWY 

Gunn then lets him get away with atill another whopper. Gunn read him 

hés commission testimony in which all he testified he destroyed was the first 

ju 

version of the aytops. pe prepared. When Gunn askes what it was that Yunes 

destroyed, Humes testified "It was handweritten notees and the first dr soft gf 

1 that was burned." But as “unnienew, Himes had just certified that he had turned 

in “ell other papers relating to this report" and in his second certification Hyjunes 

certified that " "All working papers," including “autopsy notes,"



And in all of this Gunn never once hands “umes any of the official documentation) 

of his endless lying in which he evenvtestified in contradiction to himself,
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he, personally , gave to his commanding office at five o'clock that after 

evening. 

Although he was getting away with murder and Imew it, “umes had gotten so 

rifstorea because he knew it-wae—e-oviminal what he was doing was a criminal 

violation, when Gunn asked him is he sued "the expression handwritten nofes as 

being the equivalent of draft of the report," “vwnes @@test said, "I donlt Kaowg" 

HM} a 
witteh he did onléss he forgot his Jies,, and-added—that this’ GEppe proper—question, 

Zz fend 19244 

Given the beruddlement with wi 
%, = 

M 
sels, The Aithout being Intexu interrfupted pumes condemned this proper question 

= +d 
as "a hairesplitting affair that I can't understand.:."/Then)he \limit# what he 

destroyed to "Ever ythi¥g that I personally prepared." That does not include the 

autopsy notes that Finck e | Boswell gave him on small slips of paper and thus 
p id Z J . 

a é { 

there is no accounting hem, unless Hunes also burned them. But éf he 
; # 

enagaged in this wholesale conflagration, w at sorking papers remained for hin 

to have hadfied in and to havebe on | ghly receipte 

Humes tn foxtends this to "everythiNng + had," o 2) Wepre no working gti 

papers to be handed ifW and so thoroughly receipted/, , 

rf? 5. ay Mar we have not gone into all of Humes endifess lies, this is a heavy 

nail A atcapli 
enough dose of them to stop and think about them and about what they meand, 

Aside from mes that the board would accept any lie he gave it and any 

number of them, it also means that the board was determined to misuse the 

depositions as another of the many coast of whitewash applied officially to 

keep the people from knowing what really happand when their Preisdent was 

assassinated, when there was that de facyo coup d'etat, when the gfvernnent thaty 

had elected was overthrowne 

All of this is what Jerry McKnight spotted as an official attempt to refute 

Vehat | had published in Post Mortem, including all those documents. It does not 
— M J \AOMek Wen Wont / 

succeed but the effort is more than visible. Gun foo all these lies as part of that, 

£006


